
Habits for Increasing 
Effective Classroom 

Management in Schools
Effective classroom management is more than 

discipline systems.



Objectives:

• Participants will understand the link between the 
school wide management framework and classroom 
management.

•    Participants will gain an increased understanding of the 
core elements of an effective schoolwide and classroom 
management plans.

•    Participants will learn new strategies to incorporate in 
their school as well as in their own classroom in order 
to improve overall behavior.



When there isn’t a school wide framework and teachers don’t 
have a system aligned to that framework….

"It was as though I had just joined the 
circus as an apprentice clown and 
was immediately required to juggle 
plates, bowling pins, butcher's 
knives, and axes all day long while 
walking along a tightrope in midair.”

-John Owens, Confessions of a Bad Teacher



When building an effective 
system, don’t start focusing 
on discipline and problems.

Go back to your why.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ytFB8TrkTo



All behavior is communication, good and bad.

If you really want to help students find their why, you must 
also help them learn to communicate.

This means investing time into developing relationships, in 
listening to students, and systems for students to 
communicate.



Inconsistent Expectations and Rules….

“Inconsistencies in rules regularly 
caused students not only to be 

confused, but sometimes combative 
with teachers.”

-Nathan Maynard & Brad Weinstein



Rules don’t create effective classroom management.

Classroom management isn’t about having the right set of 
rules….

Making a classroom a great place for 
students to learn depends relationships

and expectations.



“Rules without 
relationships inspire 

rebellion.”

- Josh McDowell







Expectations Become Norms

It begins when we set 3-4 system wide expectations to that: 

● First we hold students to (teaching them, modeling for them, reinforcing with 
common language and reference to them, making them visible)

● Then students hold each other to
● Then students hold themselves to

Example:

1. Be respectful of self and others
2. Engage in productive work
3. Maintain a safe and clean environment
4. Share space effectively



Effective Behavior Management 

● Doesn’t happen overnight or without clear development & communication of:
○ A multi-tiered schoolwide framework 

■ guided by discipline data
■ Investment in relationships and communication
■ Supports for staff including policy, coaching, clear expectations, and monitoring

○ Teachers having systems for 
■ Teaching expectations for both activities and transitions linked to the schoolwide 

framework
■ Management decisions aligned with schoolwide vision and based on behavioral data
■ Effective instructional strategies and supports





Discipline Data

1. Use a problem-solving method for decision making.

2. Research-based interventions/instruction to the 
extent available.

3. Monitor student progress to inform instruction (both 
academic and teaching behavior expectations & 
modifications).

4. Use data to make decisions both schoolwide and in the 
classroom.

5. Use assessments for different purposes.





Tools and Resources for Data



How are you currently utilizing school wide behavior 
data?

Discuss in groups:

● What data are you collecting to utilize school wide and in classrooms?  Does 
your collection or system need improving?  (Remember Consistency is Key)

○ Data in an SIS system
○ Data analytics systems (example BrightBytes)
○ Office Referral data

■ What, when, where, what triggered, why
○ Parent contact logs
○ Behavior goal sheets and logs

● When are you analyzing it? Is that the right time and/or often enough?
● Who is or should be at the table to analyze & discuss? 



In the classroom, the bottom line is:

…how you proactively 
prepare and how you react 
have a huge impact on 
student success



You have to teach students what you expect and 
what they should expect.

MODEL
CLEAR EXAMPLES & 
NON-EXAMPLES
DISCUSS

TEACH

POST & REFER TO

PICTURES & WORDS 

POST

IF YOU DON’T 
REINFORCE, THE 
EXPECTATIONS WON’T 
BE MET

REINFORCE

COLLECT THE DATA
IF YOU DON’T MONITOR, 
YOU WON’T KNOW HOW 
YOUR REALLY DOING

MONITOR

EXPECTATIONS ARE 
NOT ONE & DONE, “I 
SAID IT THEY SHOULD 
HAVE IT…”

REVIEW



STOIC

Structure and Organize your room for Success

Teach Expectations and Rules 

Observe and Monitor 

Interact Positively

Correct Misbehavior Fluently







STRATEGIES 

• Define and consistently use an attention signal.

• Clean and organize your room.

• Change activities to keep students engaged.

• Write down your schedule.

• Plan the last hour and last 5 minutes of a class period.

• Change up the seating from time to time.

• Design efficient beginning and ending routines.

• Keep independent work times to less than 30
minutes.



Thanks!

May you go forward with consistency and clarity of expectations to help your 
student understand and develop positive behavior habits for the formation of their 
character.  


